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Abstract- - ln this paper, we elaborate a refined analytical approach to study the subharmonic 
solutions as well as their bifurcation curves close to strong resonance points of order q --- 1, 2, and 3 
in the forced nonlinear oscillators. Therefore, we propose to develop the higher-order generalized 
averaging method to construct the approximations up to third-order, giving explicit formulas in 
the general case. A process permitting the study of several resonances simultaneously is proposed. 
Furthermore, for a class of forced nonlinear oscillators, the existence possibility of two cycles of order q 
near resonance points, which appear by saddle node bifurcations is shown. The theoretical predictions 
of these bifurcations are tested by numerical integrations and very good agreement is found. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is known, that periodic solutions of a nonlinear forced oscillator can be found by using either 
Poincard map, or by using formal asymptotic methods. An  important problem is the study of 
these solutions and their degenerate Poincard-Hopf bifurcation close to strong resonances. In 
this case, the bifurcating fixed point of the Poincard map has conjugate eigenvalues that are 
roots of unity such that A = exp ~,  with p and q being relatively prime. This fixed point is 
doubly degenerate (i.e., [A[ = 1 and arg(A) = p/q), and therefore, we will have a bifurcation of 
codimension two. In this work, we only consider the strong resonances (i.e., when q = 1, 2, 3). 
The  problem of degenerate Poincard-Hopf bifurcation close to strong resonances of order q = 
1,2, and 3 (p = 1) has been studied for maps [1,2], and it was shown that there exists near these 
resonance points one cycle of order q. It was also shown [3], by using normal forms technique of 
Poincard map, that two cycles of order q can exist near these resonances. 
Furthermore, concerning the forced nonlinear oscillators, these dynamics (i.e., the coexistence of 
two cycles near q-resonance points) were shown experimentally [4] in a forced magnetic oscillator 
case. In this experimental work, the resonance of order q = 4 has also been analyzed and it was 
shown, as in the numerical results [5], that two cycles of order 4 and a closed invariant curve may 
coexist near the resonance point of order 4 inside the region called the resonance horn. Recently, 
theoretical predictions [6] have also confirmed this coexistence. 
The  purpose of this paper is to study analytically the dynamics close to resonance points of 
order p/q (q = 1, 2, 3; p < q). As application, we consider a quadratic nonlinears single-degree- 
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of-freedom system subjected to a parametric excitation 
5~ -t- ~5:+w02 (1 + hcoswt)x='~x 2- ~x:~ +~[:~2, 
where ~, ~, wo, h, ~, and ~ are real constants, w a real positive. 
(1.1) 
2. ASYMPTOTIC  FORMULATION 
Let us consider aweakly nonlinear single-degree-of-freedom system subjected to periodic forcing 
-~- W0 2x ---- ~'fl (X, X, W~:) Jc ~2f2 (X, 5, W~;) -~- ~3f3 (X, 5, W~:) -I- " " " , (2.1) 
where w0 is the natural frequency and w is the frequency of the excitation. The functions fi are 
sufficiently smooth in x, 5, t and in addition 27r-periodic in wt, e is assumed to be small. As 
in [6,7], we express the asymptotic solutions of (2.1) in the form 
x=acosO+6Ul(a,O, wt)+e2U2(a,¢,wt)+e3U3(a,¢,wt)+ . . . ,  ¢=Pwt+0,  (2.2) 
q 
where each Ui(a, ¢, wt) is 21r-periodic function in both 9, wt; the amplitude a(t) and the phase O(t) 
are assumed to vary with time according to 
da d-~ = $Al(a, O) + e2A2(a, 0) + ~3A3(a, 0) + . . .  , 
d_08 = eBl(a, O) + ~2B2(a, 0) + 63B3(a, 0) + . . .  
dt 
(2.3) 
where the functions A~ and B~ are 2~r-periodic functions in 0. Substituting (2.2) and (2.3) 
into (2.1), expanding and equating coefficients of like powers of e, we have the first three terms 
with 
~2U 1 I~ l  2 2pw 
O.~"""  + U1 : F1 (a, 9, wt) 4- A1 sin ~ + 2a ~--~-- B 1 cos ~, (2.4) q q 
~2U2 (~)2  (2 ~a 1 0B 1 ) 
O~-'--'T+ U2:F2(a,~2,wt)+ ~q A2+a AI+a--~-BI+2A1B1 sine 
(~  OA 1 c~A1 ) + 2a B2 ~a A1- -~BI+aB 2 cos¢, (2.5) 
Ot 2 -t- [/3 -~ F3(a, ¢, w$) 
aOB2 OB1 OB2 
+ 2~-A3+ --~-a Al+a-~-a A2+a-~-B1 
0B1 ) + a--~- B2 + 2 (AIB2 + A2B1) sine, (2.6) 
OA2 OA1 A2 OA2 B1 c9A1 
A1 - ~ - -~-  - -~" B2 + 2aB1B2 ] cos¢ 
Fl ( a, ¢ , wt ) -- f l ( a cos ¢ , -atX~ sin ~b , wt ) q 
F2(a, d2,w~)..~f~(acos~b, -apwq sin~b, wt)+ Ofl~ U1 - 2Al~-a-a- ~02[/I - 2B1 02U100~ 
+(AlCOS¢-aBlsin~b+O~L) 0~I a~ ' 
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F3(a, ¢, xt) = .f3 
+ 
+ 
a cos ¢, -apw sin ¢, wt) O.fl + U2 q . 
OU2 OU1 _ OUI~ 011 012 
A2c°s¢-aB2sin¢ +' -~-+ Al-~a'a + l:11-'~-) ~x + ~x U1 
- -+A lcos¢-aB ls in¢  -~+ 2 Ox 2 
I ( ~ ) 2 0 2 , 1  
+~ - -+A lcos¢-aB ls in¢  a~ 2 
( -~  ) 02'1 
+ U1 + A1 cos ¢ - aB1 sin ¢ cOxc~Jc 
Oa \ Oa + B1 - ~ Al-~a + B1 - A I ~ - B 1 
- 2A 02U1 02U1 - 2B 02U1 02U2 02U2 
2-~---a-a~ - 2A1B1-o-~ 20- ~ - 2A1 ~ - 2B1 0 -~"  
where all the derivatives of Jfi are evaluated for e = 0, z = acos¢,  and & = -(apw/q) 
sin ¢. 
The functions Ui(a, ¢, wt) and Fi(a, ¢, wt), which are periodic in both ¢ and wt may be repre- 
sented by Fourier series with respect o ¢ and wt as follows: 
w% n 
F,(a,¢,wt) = ~ Z [F(~ )(a)c°scnwt +me)+ G('!m(a)sinCnwt + m¢)] .  (2.8) 
On the other hand, by using the transformations: s = mp + nq and k = -n ,  the equations (2.7) 
and (2.8) become 
P s>o k \ P P 
In order to determine U~, A~, and B~, we require that no U~ contains cos¢ or sine, which can 
produce secular terms on the right-hand side of (2.2). This condition is given by 
(2.11) 
Substituting (2.9) and (2.10) into (2.4)-(2.6), and equating coefficients of like harmonics, one 
gets 
-qe) = 
co.,(.,c¢/,,) + 
~ (~lq)n(1-Cslp)2) s~p k 
, (2.12) 
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A~(a, 0) = ~ h~(Aj, Bj) 
2pw q ~ [G(P")k(a)c°s(kqO) F(~)k(a)sin(kqO)] (2.13) "Z-  - ' 
B~ C a, 0) = -q g,(Aj, Bj) 
, , ,  
Gp,k(a)sin k 0 %F~,k(a)cos k 0 (2.14) 
2apw 
where 
hl(Aj, Bj) = gt(Aj, Bj) = 0, (2.15a) 
A OB1 OB1 h2(A1,BI) = a 1 - .~-  a +aBl -~-  +2A1B1, 
g2(A1,B1) = aB~ A OA1 _ OA1 (2.15b) 
- 1 -~a-B l  Oe '  
OB2 aOB1 . OB2 OB1 
h3(Aj,Bj) = a-~a A1 + --~a A2 ~-a -~ B1 +a-~ B2 + 2(AIB2 + A2B1), 
g3(Aj, Bj) = OA2 A1 OA1 OA2 D OA1 (2.15c) 
- O'--'a" - ~ A2 - ~ ~,1 - ~ B2 + 2aB1B2, j = 1, 2. 
So, we formulate an easy process to determine at each expansion of order i, the functions Ai, 
B~, and Ui. To do this, one only needs to rewrite at each step the expression F~(a, ¢, wt) in the 
formula (2.10). 
The periodic solutions of (2.1), which correspond to the stationary regimes of (2.3), are the 
roots of the algebraic system 
6A1 d- e2A2 d- e3A3 -- 0, eB1 d- g2B2 d- e3B3 -- 0. (2.16) 
3. STRONG RESONANCES OF  ORDER p = 1; q = 1,2, AND 3 
We introduce a small parameter e, such that 0 < e << 1. In order to construct the solutions 
of (2.1) in the neighbourhood of resonance points of order p/q we impose: w 2 = (pw/q) 2 + Aw, 
with A w is a small real parameter. We note that without loss of generality, one can assume 
= 0. Letting 
-- 62oL, ~ = 62~, h = 62h, c'= ec, A"~ = e2Aw. (3.1) 
Equation (1.1) becomes 
which takes the form (2.1) with 
fl (x, ~, wt) = cx 2, 
/2 (x ,~,~t )  = -A~x - (a + ~x)~ - h x cos~t, 
/3 (x, ~, ~t) = 0. 
x coswt] , (3.2) 
(3.3) 
To get the first-order approximation, we write the function Fl(a,¢,wt) in the form (2.10). 
Thus, we obtain 
FI a, P 0 -- -~- (1 + cos 2¢),  (3.4) 
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and then from (2.13) and (2.14), we get 
A1 = 0, B1 = 0. (3.5) 
Thus, 
' d-t =0 '  -~=0.  (3.6) 
Consequently, a = ao and 0 = 00 are constants and the solution up to first order of (3.2) 
corresponds to the solution of the unperturbed system (¢ = 0). 
The solution up to second order is given by 
x=aeos  cat + O + ¢U1 a, p P , da ¢2A2(a, 0), dO d'--t = ~-~ = eZB2(a, 0), (3.7) 
where the functions 0"1, As, and B2 are given by (2.12)-(2.15), and F2 can be written in the 
form (2.10). In fact, using (2.12) and (3.4) yields 
q-0 = \ P P ~ ~--~cos2~b. (3.8) 
On the other hand, we have 
¢,q ) f  2(a)cos¢+ap,o(a)sin¢+ F2 a ,p  pq  = (2) G~2),o(a)sin2 ¢ 
(3.9) 
where 
F~,,o (a) = -A  wa + ~ \p /  p,o ta) = ac,-  w, a2p,0(a )  = - -  - w ,  
q 2 q 
(2) F.(2) , , ha 
F:~p,o(a)= ~ , Fq+p,l(a)= [q_pl,_sg(q_p)(a)=--~ ca 
Hence, 
-oo  
A2(a,O) = T + "~ w sg(q - p)61q_pl,psin 0 , 
12 " -~ -I- "~ 09 6[q_pl,p COS 0 , 
where we assume that sg(.) is the sign function and 6id is the Kronecker symbol. Note that this 
expansion to second order allows us to study only the resonance p = 1; q = 2 for the system (3.2) 
(in the case/3 = 0) since in (3.10) 6i,j is different from zero for these values of p and q. 
To third order, the solution is given by 
d~ = s2A2(a ' 0) + e3As(a, 0), dO .~. s2B2(a ' 0) .4- g3B3(a, 0), 
dt dt 
(3.11) 
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where U2, A3, B3 are determined from (2.12)-(2.15). As above, one gets 
and 
(¢'p) q/Ta2 (q)4 c2a3 
U2 a ,p  ~7 . . . .  p 6w sin 2¢+ ~-~ cos 3¢ 
p2 ha ((q + p)~ q 0) 
+ cos - 
q 2(2p + q) 
p2 ha cos (iq_ pl ¢ _ sg(q_p)q O) - (1 - ~lq-pi.v) q 2(2p- q) 
(3.12) 
A3(a,O)=-I k|q-|2 /Tca 3 hca 2 q 
\p  ] Sw 2 + p- ~4w 
p2 i -- eiq_p{,p ~ ~ 
q 2p-q ) ]  
B3(a, 6) = q hca ~q,p 1 - 2p+ q 
p 4~ q ~ j -q  / /  
1 p2 1 _ elq_l~l,p,~] cos q 17 ' (3.14) -~lq-2pl>p 6 q ~ ] J  p 
Therefore, these results permit us to study several resonances simultaneously, since in (3.13) 
and (3.14), 6i,j is different from zero for the values: p = 1; q = 1 and 3. 
Hence, the periodic solutions for (3.2) up to third order, corresponding tothe stationary regimes 
of (3.11), are the roots of the following algebraic system obtained by considering ~ = 0, ~ = 0 
in (3.11). We henceforth omit the sign "tilde". We obtain 
a ( -2 -Aoa2+h [sg(q-p)Co+(Do-sg(q-2p)Eo)a] sin pq- ~7) -- 0, (3.15) 
q Aw Boa2_t_h(Co+(Do_Eo)a)cosqs=o ' (3.16) 
2p w p 
where 
Ao = B0 = Co = 61q-pl,p~ 
, c (q  p + p(l 7;1_q7,1,,)) (3.17) Do = q,p'~ 2p --4- q 
c - _ . Eo= ,q-2vl,v~(~p P( I~/~ pI ' ) )  
This implies that a = 0 is always a solution. We finally note that the parameters values will be 
fixed, once for all as follows: w = 2,/7 = 0.2, c = 1, and h = 0.1. 
In the resonance case of order p = 1; q = 1, the algebraic system (3.15),(3.16) becomes 
a -Aw 
+ Aoa i - Eiha sin 8 = O, 2-"'~ + B°ai - 3Elha cos 0 = O, 
/7c 5c 2 5c (3.18) 
A0 = 8w 2, B0 = 12w3, E1 = 24w" 
Eliminating 8(t) in (3.18) yields 
a 2 [&w~ 2 
Aa '+Ba2+C=O,  A=A~+B--~, B:,~Ao SoA~9  eEL c=T+k-~). (3.19) 
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Thus, 
conditions are satisfied: 
with 
(3.18) has two positive roots (a~l = ~/( -B + x/B 2 -  4AC)/2A, O1) when the following 
9w (otAo - h2E~) ,> ,o 2 + < h2E  (3.20) 
- 2A0  ' 
~.)2 .4. A1 <~ W0 2 < W2 + A2, 
Bo (h2E 2 - aAo) w + 3h(-Eo)wv/(A 2 + B2/9) (h2E~ - 2aAo) 
Al '2  = A~ (3.21) 
We now can state the following results. 
For parameter values sufficiently small, the bifurcation set of (3.2) near 1-resonance point is 
as in Figure 1. The conditions (3.20) specify the region K1 in the # = (a, w0)-parameter space 
in which the solutions of (3.19) exist. Therefore, the equation (3.2) has three fixed points in 
K1 : x(t) = O, which is always a fixed point and two fixed points of order q = 1 (i.e., two periodic 
2~r solutions of period r = %-). These fixed points, which are given by a~ and 81, appear by saddle 
node bifurcation when we transversally cross the curves N 1 and N12 defined by w 2 = w 2 + A1,2; 
see Figure 1 (solid line). Outside/£1, (3.2) has only one fixed point ix(t) = 0). On the line a = 0, 
the Naimar-Sacker bifurcation occurs. 
"~0 
2.4 
++~~. .  *-..- 4 +++++++++++++ 
L .  + + K1 
1.91" - .~ 
:00i , ,[° o0, 
2 
N1 
Figure 1. Parameter space diagram near resonance point of order q = 1. NIL2: 
saddle node curves for harmonics, KI: existence domain of harmonic of order 1; 
- -  analytical approximation; + + + numerical integration. 
In the resonance case of order p = 1; q = 2, we get from (3.15),(3.16) 
-Aw 
+ Aoa 2 - Coh sin 28 = O, ~w + B°a2 - Coh cos 20 = 0, 
j3c 10c 2 w 
A0= 2w 2, B0= 3w 3, C0=~,  
(3.22) 
and as above, elimination of 8(t) in (3.22) yields 
Aa4 + Ba2 +C = O, A= A~+B~, B =aAo-2Bo Aw, C= a.~+ -h2C•. (3.23) 
oJ 
It follows that (3.23) has two real roots if the following conditions are satisfied: 
+ + -aAoBow 9= 2hAoCow~ 
A1, 2 = 2Ao 2 (3 .24)  
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These two solutions are positive if 
2+W h2C2° 4 '  
w2 > + 2B----~ 
(3.25) 
Furthermore, (3.23) has only one positive root if 
w 2 (2) 2 -w~h2C 2-  012 --~ _ <w~} <_ (5) "}-W~ h2C2 0t24 (3.26) 
The conditions (3.24) and (3.25) define in the parameter space # the region K2 in which (3.2) 
has five fixed points: x(t) = 0 is always a fixed point and two cycles of order q = 2 (i.e., two 
periodic solutions of period 2T) which appear by saddle node bifurcation when we transversally 
cross the curves N~ and N~ (see Figure 2, solid line) defined by 
= 2 2 ~/ a2 (3.27) 
W02 (2)  3t" n l '2 '  W2 >- (2) "~t'W h262 4 
÷÷ + ÷ +÷+ Nz  2 
÷, 
• ~ 1.3o Kz  
- .05  "40 / [ .05 .10 
I 
Figure 2. Parameter space diagram near resonance point of order q = 2. N~'2: sad- 
dle node curves for 2-subharmonics, K2: existence domain of two cycles of order 2, 
E: pitchfork bifurcation curve; - -  analytical approximation; + + + numerical inte- 
gration. 
The corresponding fixed points of order 2 are given, as above, by a~ and 0 2 which are solutions 
of (3.22) and (3.23). 
On the other hand, the condition (3.26) determines in the parameter space an ellipse E inside 
which (3.2) possesses three fixed points: x = 0 and one cycle of order q = 2 (i.e., one periodic 
solution of period 2v) which appears by pitchfork bifurcation when we transversally cross E 
(Figure 2, solid line); the curves N 1'2 are tangent o E at E1 and E2. Outside the regions K2 
and E there exists one fixed point x -- 0. 
In the resonance case p = 1; q = 3, the algebraic system is given by 
oc + Aoa2 .{_ Eoha sin 30 = O, --3A w 2"---~- + B°a2 + Eoha cos 30 = 0, 
45C 2 3C 
9~c B0 = 4w 3 , E0 = A0 = 8w 2 , 8w' 
(3.28) 
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and the conditions which determine the existence region K3(p=l) (see Figure 3, solid line) of 
subharmonics of order 3 are 
(3) 2 (3) 2 h2E 22A0, (3 )  2 02 (olAo_h2Eg), "~- Al ~ (,d2 <~_ "I-A2, Ot ~ 0,:2 ~ "~- "~0 
where 
3e0 (a2E0 ~- ~A0) w + 3hE0w~/(A~ + Bg)(h2Eg - 2~A0) 
A1,  2 = 9A 2 
N1,  2 The corresponding saddle node bifurcation curves are 3(p=1)" 
(3.29) 
! 
-.02 
co 0 
[ , 
1.5 . . +...+.......~.~_+.~ N3(r.2 } 
+ + +~*"~ K ++ ~1,. 3{efz} 1 + "-'~-" H 
............. - | . .  ........................ z .. . . . .  3c .2) 
+~--'~. K3{]~:l} ..4.,4~.+,v".r"+--'+- N 1 
" .6~~ " 3(1~= 11 
I I I I I 
0 t .02 .04 
i 
Figure 3. Parameter  space d iagram near resonance point of order q = 3. N. 1'2 
3(p=1,2); 
saddle node curves for 3-subharmonics, /(3: existence domain of 3-subharmonics, 
- -  analytical approximation; + + + numerical integration; ... trivial bifurcation 
(rotation change). 
4.  RESONANCE OF  ORDER p = 2; q = 3 
In order to determine the approximation of subharmonic solution of order p = 2; q = 3, we 
first let ~" = ec, ~ = e2a, ~ = e/3, h = eh, ~w = e2A w, and we must approximate the solution 
up to third order. Then (2.1) becomes 
~,+ =e ex2- /3x~-h  ~ xeoswt +e2[ -Awx-a~]+e~[ -hAwxeoswt] .  (4.1) 
Using the same process as above, extensive but easy calculations gives up to third order the 
following system: 
da 
d--'t = ~Al (a, O) + ~2 A2(a , O) + e3A3(a, 0), 
dO (4.2) 
d-'t = eBl (a, O) + ¢2 B2(a , O) + e3Bs(a, 0), 
where 
Al(a,O) = O, A2(a,O) = aa 9:3ca 3h2ca 2
2 32w2 , Az(a,O) = ~ sin30, Bl(a,O) = O, 
B2(a,O)= 3~w 16h2w (3X~ 2 135c 3) 3hca cos 30. 
• .o 360 ~,48w -k- 96w3 ] a 2, Bz(a,O) = - - - - -~  
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This system allows one to approximate the resonance region Ka(p=2) of subharmonics of order 
p = 2; q = 3. This region is bounded by the conditions 
where 
(4.3) 
p2w 2CoA~ - Bo (aAo - H~) + Alx/(A~ + B~) (H~ - 2aAo) 
51,2 -  q3 Ao 2 ' 
9/~C Bo = 3f~2 135c2 
Ao - 32w2, 4~w + 96w "---Y' 
16h2w 3h2c 
Co-  36---~' H I -  80) 
N1, 2 The existence region K3(p=2) of these solutions and their saddle node bifurcation curves 3(pffi2) 
are shown in Figure 3 (solid line). Finally in Figure 4, we show simultaneously the three resonance 
domains corresponding to subharmonics of order q = 1, 2, and 3. 
(. 
Haired- Sacker 
1.5 
(_ 
.5 
____-------NS3 
K s 
--  I 
N o 
K 2 
| I I I I I I I I I I 
-O.OS -0 .02  0 0.02  0 .05  
2 
N 2 
-g ' l  
Figure 4. Bifurcation curves for the subharmonics of equation (1.1) for the fixed 
parameter values: w = 2, ~ -- 0.2, c = 1, h = 0.1. 
5. CONSTRUCTIVE  NUMERICAL  ALGORITHMS 
For the forced oscillators (2.1), which can written as 
= y, y = --~302X -- e l l (X ,  y ,~: )  -- e2f2(X, y, Wt) -- gSfs(X, y, ~t )  . . . .  , 
the periodic solutions can be found by using the Poineard map 
7": ix, y) --* (g(x, y, T), f(x,  y, T)),  
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
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where a(.) and f(.) are the values at (t + T) of solution of (5.1) initialized by (x(t), y(t)), T being 
the period. We can, therefore, study the properties of the solutions of (5.1) by using the solutions 
of T. 
The saddle node bifurcation curves are found by using Newton's method to solve the following 
system: 
gq(x,y,o 0 -- x = O, 
fq(X, y, ~) - y = 0, (5.3) 
1 - tr (DT  q) + det (DT q) = O, 
where gq(.), fq(.) define the q-iterate Tq ofT. The first two equations are those of the fixed point 
of '/'q and the third one characterizes the condition on the eigenvalue Aq of the q-periodic point 
such that Aq = 1. That is 
Ogq Ofq + Cggq Ofq C~gq Ofq 
1 Ox Oy Ox Oy Oy Ox = O. (5.4) 
In Figures 1-3, we show the comparison between the theoretical results (solid line) and the 
numerical calculations (crossed line) of the bifurcation curves Nlq ,2 (q = 1, 2, 3). 
We notice that the theoretical results take the rotation umber p into consideration, when the 
numerical algorithm (5.3) ignore it. Thus, in the resonance case of order q = 3, the numerical 
calculations permit us to approximate the region /(3 in the parameter space where the p/3- 
subharmonics with p = 1 and 2 exist (Figure 3, crossed line). The theoretical results approximate, 
obviously, the two regions K3(p=l) and K3(p=2). 
In this resonance case, the bifurcaton diagram is symmetric with respect o a (dotted) line 
across which the orbits near the focus and the circle change their rotations with respect o the 
rotation of the 3-subharmonics. This trivial bifurcation for this resonance case were also shown 
experimentally [4]. 
6. SUMMARY 
The main contributions of this paper are two. First, a refined theoretical approach which 
permits the study of the dynamics of the periodically forced nonlinear oscillators close to strong 
resonances was elaborated. In fact, we have performed higher-order asymptotic expansion up to 
third order giving explicit general formulas. 
This analytical approximation up to third order may be used to study the dynamics close to 
strong resonances for others oscillators, and then allows us to obtain better approximations of 
these resonances. 
The second important contribution ofthis paper is to show how to construct an approximation 
which permits the study of several resonances simultaneously in the forced nonlinear oscillators. 
The theoretical predictions obtained here, are tested by numerical integrations and very good 
agreement is found. We note, furthermore, that the bifurcation curves close to resonance case of 
order q = 3 are graphically in agreement with experimental investigations [4]. 
The method eveloped here, may be applied without difficulty to study quasiperiodic forced 
nonlinear oscillators in the form 
+ ~02x = ~fl (x, ~, ~t, nO + e2f~ (x, ~, wt, n,) + ~3f3 (x, ~, ~t, nt) + . . . ,  
where the frequencies w and f~ are in general incommensurate [8]. 
Finally, it is very important o generalize the method to any q and deduce (as from the 
subharmonic Melnikov function) the homoclinic bifurcation curve as q --. oo. This process would 
give approximations of the others ubharmonic solutions of order q > 5, their bifurcation curves 
as well as the homoclinic bifurcation curve as q --* c~ [9]. 
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